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The outskirts of american Pop Art

George Condo (exhibition view). Courtesy Sprüth Magers, Berlin/London

Two painters, which got involved and influenced by the Pop Art movement, but were never in the centre
of it, are represented with solo shows at Gallery Weekend Berlin. Both artists attached a lot of the Pop
Art language to their works, but they also created their own unique picture language. While Peter Saul
was born in San Francisco more than 20 years before George Condo, he found his inspiration in the
creations of Walt Disney, early animation and also classical painting. Condo, who lived in New York for
most of the time and was friends with Jean-Michel Basquiat or Keith Haring, is breaking with classical
painting and exploring the art history through fragmentary procedures.
George Condo at Sprüth Magers
In his latest works, George Condo is concentrating on his Drawing Paintings. As usual, Condo is
investigating the art history, trying to understand the approach of his predecessors and transforming it into
his own gesture. From de Kooning to Picasso or Klee, even Pollock and Matisse are visible influences.
Sprüth Magers is showing six large-format paintings, in which Condo is still using some of his regular
personnel, such as bow-tied butlers, clown faces or nude females. But this time, he is working himself
more through the borders of abstraction, trying to challenge his figurative forms with charcoal lines,
fields of coloured paint and only fragmentary drawings. One can still see Condo‘s former Expanded
Canvases, but now the interest is obviously more focused on formal aspects on how to handle the canvas,
than on detailed content.
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Next to the paintings, the show is also exhibiting some of Condos bronze sculptures, which add a new
dimension to his examinations on artistic languages. Created with a very raw treatment, they show
analogues to cubism. But while the genuine cubism was defined through different perspectives and views
which were mutually exclusive, George Condo is doing something, which is called psychological cubism:
Instead of distorting the perspectives, he is using various emotional states of the human condition in just
one face. With these figures – called Constructed Head or The Philosopher – the topics, George Condo is
dealing with, become apparent. The conditions of human being, the interrelations of emotions, personality
and personal biographies, which clash in multiple ways, make Condo tell stories, set statements and
suggest situations.
Peter Saul at VW (VeneKlasen/Werner)
Just like George Condo, Peter Saul is working with forms of caricatures and narrative figures, which
become the protagonists of his work. He is also challenging important works of the art history – for
example Guernica by Picasso or Rembrandt‘s Night Watch – but was highly inspired by the pictorial
range of Walt Disney and comics, which gives his works a totally different approach. Classical painting is
a very visible influence, which is combined with comic-like creatures. In bright and dazzling colours
either Frankenstein or famous politicians appear in absurd or even disturbing situations. The shiny colours
are often contrary to the violent or critical topics, he is addressing. Figures with big eyes, little ears and
round noses seem to be cute, but their empty eyes or strange behaviour make the whole setting quite
irritating. You can see Frankenstein committing suicide with a pistol right in his mouth or prehistoric
women with monkey-faces, who are sliding with battle axes through viking-looking men. In the US, his
paintings are often very controversial or even get banned and, as he commented on this current show in
Berlin, he definitely would have got in trouble with the feminist movement because of those
men-slaughtering women. Well, Berlin is not really that primly and the exhibition is an welcoming
opportunity to get involved into the disturbing world of Peter Saul‘s paintings.
This blog post was published as part of the EYEOUT Residency at Gallery Weekend Berlin.

